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Mostly Christians vs Christians
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This book does not examine the
theological truth of any faith. I will leave
it to God to decide.

I will merely state what Europeans
claimed to be the theological truth. I will
then show how the Europeans exploited
and abused their TRUTH to murder
BILLIONS of humans of all religions
races colors sex gender and national
origin. The Europeans did not
discriminate in the choice of their
victims . The victim merely had to
possess what the Europeans wanted and
was weaker.
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The EUROPEANS OVER THE SPAN OF
2000 YEARS WERE THE FIRST TO
TRAILBLAZE MURDER WITH OUT
DISCRIMINATION.
RELIGION WAS USED AS A PRETEXT TO
JUSTIFY THEIR CRIMES.
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THE Bible clearly states that God
created Adam/Eve - the first father/mother of
all mankind.
God loves all humans the same.
No father /mother or Mother/Father loves any
one of his/her or her/his children any less than
their siblings.

When a member of onels body is injured
the whole body aches; so tOOl when any human
is injured the whole of God is hurt.
God contemplated to create the universe
with their infinite number of worlds people
and creatures infinite timeless before actual
creation.
The first act of creation God created the
Torah. Godls Torah was the blue print for the
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spiritual and physical worlds that God
contemplated to create.

The Torah represent the Written Torah the
Jewish Bible the Tanach . The Oral Torah the
Talmud and all Jewish laws from the time of
Abraham and Moses until today.
Simultaneously God created the SOULS of
every human ever to be born. When they are
born these SOULLS ARE GIVEN THEM.

The Torah was also the blue print God
used and continues to employ in the creation,
destruction and new creations of the universe.
All the powers that exist - we know a drop in
the ocean of our scientific knowledge - these
laws God employed and continues to use to
create destroy and create again the universe.
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These laws once God decides to BEGIN
receive the power to perform the miracle of
creation YESH MEAYIN . YESH MEAYIN means
BEING LIFE from Nothing.

The objects of His creation possess a certain
degree of Godliness. All creation is sacred. One
who destroys any part of creation is destroying
a part of God.
God never revealed the true essence of the
Godhead according to the Hebrew Bible
Exodus. When Moses begged God to reveal
Himself .Exodus 33:18 God replied IIFor no man
can see God and live" EXODUS 33:20
God did not reveal Himself to Moses and God
did not reveal Himself to EVERY man /woman
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who is alive today. For if one arise today and
claim that God revealed Himself to them the
testimony is here say and not believable. God
must reveal Himself to every human in order
for such a revelation to be authentic. The
revelation at Mt. Sinai 3400 years ago was
revealed to ALL the Jews and non Jews
present. EXODUS 19:11-25:20:1-20
All men /women females/males color of skin
national origin are equal in the eyes of God .
God possesses no favorites.
God assigns different laws and roles to his
creations. Jews must observe all the Torah laws
written in the Talmud and summarized in the 4
parts of the Codes of Jewish Law the Shulchan
Aruch. Jews as well as all other humans must
observe the SEVEN NOHADITE PRINCIPLES
REEITERATED IN THE 10 COMMANDMENTS.
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THE LAWS OF EACH COUNTRY - FEDERAL
STATE AND LOCAL ORDINANCES OF CIVIL
COMMERCIAL AND CRIMINAL LAW REPRESENT
THE SEVEN NOHADITE LAWS AND TEN
COMMANDMENTS. Responsa Ramo chapter 1
Responsa Hilchot Medina chapter 1.
NON Jews re permitted to believe in the Trinity.
Belief in the Trinity never was part of the
Prohibitions of the Seven Nohadite laws that
non Jews are mandated to observe. Only Jews
are prohibited to believe in the trinity. Jews
must believe in pure Monotheism.
Man/ woman must imitate the ways of
God.
It is not what man dreams who and what
God is the Godhead that is important.
It can never be fathomed.

God smiles at the childish attempts of His
creatures under time and space to try to
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compose and create God who transcends time
and space.

Thus in the Jewish Bible Hoshea 6:6
God proclaims II ki Chesed chofatzi velo
zevech vedaas Elokim meolos -for loving
kindness do I want and not a blood sacrifice
and the understanding of God and not another
form of sacrifice. II
Thus the rituals of every religion are very
important for those who believe in that
religion.
Nevertheless they all must be
subordinated and trumped by the humane
behavior of every human to his/her fellow
human regardless of sex color of skin religion or
national origin. Bible Leviticus 18:5 lIyou shall
observe God's laws that man will live II
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Life in this world -not in the next- must be
the end result of every law. OTHERWISE THE
LAW MUST LAPSE. ALL LAWS EVAPORATE FOR
THE LAW OF SELF PRESERVATION. EVEN MAN
HIMSELF CAN NOT DECIDE TO TAKE HIS/HER
OWN LIFE. LIFE BELONGS TO GOD NOT TO
MAN. RAMBAM LAWS OF SANEHDRIN
CHAPTER 18 END.SUICIDE IS THE WORST
CRIME. ONE WHO COMMITS SUICIDE LOSES
THEIR SHARE IN THE WORLD TO COME.
Yes, I believe with infinite faith that my
religion is the absolute truth. I entertain no
doubts. I am prepared to defend my faith.
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However I equally believe that God because
He is God knew that His creatures would
possess different minds and different ideas and
different traditions of who and what God is.
God is Omnipotent all Knowing all caring all
merciful all wise. So he over looks and enables
all humans to reach the highest degree of
blessedness in this world and the next.
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The Jewish Bible the Written law has been
incorporated into the Christian Bible and
Muslim Koran.
The oral law the Talmud has also been
incorporated into many passages of the New
Testament and the Koran.

Early Christianity was variant. There
existed a group called Ebyonim who believed
Jesus was a Messiah who would defeat the
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Romans and liberate Israel from the hands of
Rome. They believed Jesus was an other Bar
Kochba who fought the Roman armies . He
was supported by Rav Akiva and the Jewish
sages. Unfortunately Bar Kochba was killed.
They believed Jesus would succeed this time
around.
The Ebyonim denied the immaculate
conception and the Divinity of Jesus that Jesus
was the Son of God. They denied the Holy
Ghost. The Ebyonim were branded as apostates
by the other Christians for denying these crucial
tenets of the Trinity. All commentators that I
read claim that the writings of the Ebyonim
were burned. Anyone who possessed any of
their writings was killed. We do not possess any
original writings of the Ebyonim . We only know
of their existence from the writings of their
enemies who branded them as apostates.
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I am now going to make a revolutionary
claim. I disagree.

I found the writings of the ebyonim.
They are contained in the pages of the New
Testament.

All the moral ethical statements contained in
the New Testament ascribed to Jesus and the
Apostles are a

CARBON COpy OF THE SAGES OF THE TALMUD
WITH THE EXCEPTION OF THOSE STATEMENTS
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT OF THE DIVINITY OF
JESUS AND THE ABROGATION OF JEWISH LAW
FOLLOWING THE DEATH OF JESUS.
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Then there existed the Arians who claimed
Jesus was an Angel. He was not the same
substance as God. The Arians were also
branded as Apostates. Today the Unitarians
and Jehova Witnesses are a continuation of the
Arians.

Interestingly I we do not possess any
original manuscripts of any of the Gospels. The
earliest copies date from year 400 ACE. These
manuscripts were found in a monastery
in the Sinai desert in 1845. 3000 manuscripts
were discovered. Each of them had numerous
corrections. None of them match any writings
that the Church synod in 500ACE dictated as
the authentic version of the Gospels.
Thus until the year 500ACE the Catholic
Church was unsure what dogma regarding
Jesus is authentic. Jesus underwent a face lift
each time a new synod was called.
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One School of Theology claimed Jesus was
the son of Joseph and Mary. He was adopted
by God and given the Sonship after John
baptized him.
Another school of Theology believed that
God Himself glides from one role to an other .
Once he is the Father. Another time He glides
to be the Son . Another time He glides to be
the Holy Ghost.
One School of Theology proclaimed that
only a phantom was crucified, not Jesus.
Another School of Theology proclaimed
that only the Soul of Jesus flew to heaven not
his body.
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Each synod and school of Theology
insisted that they were the only vehicles in the
universe to know the truth. Only they could
decide who the Godhead is. They were the
vicars of Christ on earth. The Pope and
Cardinals never err. Only they have a direct line
to God.
Never mind that one synod and/or school of
Theology contradicted what an other synod
and lor school of Theology swore was the
truth.
Never mind that all the middle Eastern and
Eastern mystery religions had the identical
generic concept of the Trinity. All of them have
an immaculate conception. The father god
impregnates a married virgin. All of them have
the half man half god pose as a threat to the
ruling powers. All of them try the Son on the
eve of the Jewish Passover. The Son is
sentenced to be crucified. He is dead for three
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days. He is in purgatory- hell to cleanse the sins
of Adam and mankind. Then He arises and flies
to heaven. He joins the father/mother
gods/goddesses and becomes part of a trinity
or other formation of the pantheon of gods.
The Greeks had the father god Zues. The
Romans had Jupitor. Herculus and Adonai
Alexander Pharoah all were the sons of a god
and virgin married mother.
The Indians had Buddah as the son of the
elephant god. His mother Maya was
impregnated by the elephant god. He preaches
to the masses.
The Egyptians had the virgin mother an
other goddess by the name Isis Meri .She
gave birth to baby Horus. She was the original
Maddona. She also gave birth to the moon and
the sun. she was responsible for fertility.
The Syrians also had another brand
of the same generic plot of the sun god
Shemesh impregnating a married virgin. The
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resulting half man half god threatens the
powers to be. He is tried found guilty and
crucified. He is dead three days. He then
resurrects and flies to heaven to join a
pantheon of gods . See Bible Ezekiel chapter
8:14. Ezekiel condemns the Jewish women who
adopted the faith of their non Jewish
neighbors and wept each anniversary of the
death of Tamuz the half man half god the son
of Shemes who was crucified. The same as the
other pagan gods in the generic drama of all
the M'iddle Eastern Mystery religions.
Thus Christianity is a synthesis of the
Jewish ideas of morality ethics sage advice all
appearing in the pages of the Talmud; as well
as the myths of all the Middle Eastern and
Eastern Mystery religions. Christianity copied
the immaculate conception the Trinity God the
Father God the Son and the Holy Ghost from
the Mystery religions.
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They copied the concepts of
transubstantiation Eucharist - from the mystery
religions. The Eucharist is recited in Masses at
baptisms confirmations weddings funerals and
all prayers.

During Eucharist or Transubstantiation the
faithful have communion with God by eating a
biscuit and sipping wine. They believe that the
wine represents the blood of Christ and the
biscuit His body. They believe that the blood
and body of Christ are physically present. By
sipping the wine and eating the biscuit they
unite with the blood and body of Jesus and
become one with him.
Then they are like God. THEY THEN HAVE
PERMISSION I
NO ARE MANDATED TO CONVERT ALL NON
BELIEVERS.
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Not non believers of Christianity; but rather
to their brand their interpretation of all the
tenets of Christianity down to the smallest
details. If they challenge the power of the Pope
and his appointees- the punishment is death by
burning.

ANY ONE WHO REFUSES TO CONVERT TO
THEIR PRECISE FORMULA AND BRAND OF
CHRISTIANITY IS PUT TO THE SWORD. THEY
THUS MURDERED BILLIONS FROM 320-2015
ACE AS LONG AS THEY HAD POWER.

Lying Cheating larceny rape murder is
mandated, by these representatives of Christ
on earth.
All in the name of the FATHER THE SON
AND THE HOLY GHOST.
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Most readers of the New Testaments will
be amazed and will not believe that many of
the utterances ascribed to Jesus and the
apostles appear as the words of the great
teachers of the Talmud. See Otzer Hvekucim a
collection of Polemics and disputations by J.D.
Eisenstein.
These great teachers lived hundreds of
years before the birth of Jesus.

The Torah both Written and Oral was
revealed at Mt. Sinai in the presence of
millions of Jews and non Jew 2448 years after
creation and taught by Moses Aaron and the
Elders of each tribe to all; Jews and non Jews
during the 40 years they remained in the Sinai
desert. Everyone wrote down on scrolls the
Oral Torah that they passed these scrolls to the
next generation. These scrolls were consulted
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for the next 1220 years from the time Jews
entered the Holy land the land of Israel to the
destruction of the second Temple in the year
3828 from creation.
The Rabbis fearing that the Oral Torah would
be forgotten decided to write it down in an
official book of laws. Thus Rabbeny Yehudah
together with his school of scholars compiled
the Mishne 100 years after the destruction of
the Second Temple 3928 after creation.
The Mishna was complied by Rabenu
Yehudah 100 years following the destruction
of the Second Temple 3828 years from
creation .The Temple was destroyed 96 years
before the birth of Jesus. Thus the Mishna was
completed before the birth of Jesus.
The Tosephta and the Jerusalem Talmud
was complied approximately 100 years later or
100 ACE.
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The Babylonin Talmud was completed
approximately 100 years later or 200 ACE.
THIS IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT.

JEWISH LAW IN EVERY GENERATION WAS
THE RESULT OF THE RULINGS OF THE RABBIS
LIVING IN THAT ERA. Both TALMUDS ARE AN
ENCYCLOPEDIA AND LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF
THE DEBATES OF THE SAGES. EACH SAGE
CITED LAWS OF VARIANT TRADIIONS.

In order to be competent to rule in Jewish
law one had to spend at least over 40 years in
continuous study. A new ruling was mandated
to take into account the rulings of the last
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thousands of years regarding the matter under
discussion.
WOULD ONE TRY TO RULE FROM A
PASSAGE IN THE TALMUD WITH OUT
CONSULTING THE THOUSNADS OF BOOKS·
OVER THE LAST 2000 YEARS1 HE WOULD BE
VIEWED AS A LUNATIC.

IT IS THE SAME AS SOMONE PRACTICING
LAW IN ANY OF THE STATES BY READING THE
LEGISLATIVE HISTORY AND STATING THE
OPINION OF ONE AUTHORITY. SUCH A PERSON
WOULD BE LOCKED UP.HE /SHE WOULD BE IN
VIOLATION OF PRACTICING LAW WITH OUT A
LICENSE AND FALSELY ADVISING A PRACTICE
THAT IS HUNDREDS OF YEARS OLD AND NO
LONGER IS VIABLE.
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THE TALMUD CONTAINS HISTORICAL
NARRATIVES MYTHS PEOPLES' FRUSTRATIONS
AND ANGER THAT HAVE ZERO BEARING AS FAR
AS LAW IS CONCERERNED. OVER THE LAST 2000
YEARS MANY OF THE MANUSCRIPTS ARE NOT
AUTHENTIC. THAY REPRESENT COPYIST
ERRORS. THE PRINTING PRESS WAS INVENTED
IN THE 1400s . Even a printed page has
numerous copyist errors that were then
printed.
Thus when Anti-Semites wanting to
defame Judaism lie slander and libel Jews they
pick a phrase from 2000 year old pages of the
Talmud that appears malicious toward non
Jews they pluck it out and malign all Jews.
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Jewish law explicitly forbids stealing
robbing lying cheating or discriminating and
applying a different set of standards to any
one Jew or non Jews.

Aruch Hashulchon Choshen Mishpot
Volume II chapter 348:2;359; prologue Aruch
Hashulchon Choshen Mishpot Volume 1- page 1
bottom.
The Anti-Semites pluck an isolated passage
from the Talmud age 2,000 years that appears
to be hostile to non Jews and uses such passage
to smear all Jews living today.

Jews had no defenders until God performed
a miracle with the resurrection of the modern
State of Israel in 1948.
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It was not because these Anti Semites
cared for Jesus and his honor. They only cared
to bolster their own savage greed lust and
thirs~ for human blood and other peoples'
money women and lives. If they were stronger
they exploited and used as a pretext the New
Testament to rationalize their larceny and
murder. These animals relish to forge distort
quote out of context lie until they get caught.
They exploit the laws of freedom of the press in
the USA to racist and religious hatred against
Jews by repeating the same lies used by AntiSemites FOR THE PAST 2000 YEARS. THEY
EXPLOIT THE LIE THAT JEWS ARE RESPONSIBLE
FOR THE CRICIFIXION OF JESUS.
NEVER MIND THAT THE CRUCIFIXION
OCCURRED 129 YEARS AFTER THE SECOND
TEMPLE WAS DESTROYED AND NO JEWS WERE
ALLOWED TO ENTER JERUSALEM AT THE TIME.
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JESUS WAS CRUCIFIED BY THE ROMANS
BECAUSE THE ROMANS SUSPECTED HE
WANTED TO BECOME THE KING OF THE JEWS
AND AGITATE AN OTHER REVOLUTION
AGAINST ROME. AS A MAnER OF FACT THE
ROMANS WROTE A PIECE OF PAPER AND
PLACED IT ON THE FOREHAED OF JESUS THAT
HE IS BEING EXECUTED BECAUSE HE
PROCLAINED HIMSELF KING OF THE JEWS.
In the last 49 books that I published I have
detailed the criminal mind of the European Anti
Semites and all other like minded Anti-Semites
living all over the world.

The tragedy today when the Talmud has
been translated is that Anti Semites elect to
distort the words of the Talmud to give a false
impression that the Talmud counsels and
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accepts dishonesty and hostility by Jews of all
who are non Jews. This allegation is not only
slanderous for the Jewish Talmud; but is equally
a curse against the New Testament who cite
Talmudic passages.
Thus these Anti-Semites are ipso facto
slandering and cursing Jesus Christ. These AntiSemites want to Incite hatred toward Jews by
falsely painting the passages of the Talmud as
being hostile and disrespectful of Jesus ;but
ipso facto are themselves the ones who are
cursing Jesus Christ and the New testament
many of whose passages -other than the
Divinity of Christ and that Jewish Laws no
longer are viable - are the carbon copy of the
Talmud.
This is true since the passages were written
hundreds of years before the birth of Jesus.
They were applied to enemies of the Jews. The
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Rabbis could not have meant Jesus since they
lived hundreds of years before Jesus was born.
When the Anti Semites apply these phrases
to Jesus only they are maligning and cursing
Jesus.
In the words of the Rambam the greatest
codifier of Jewish law who lived in the 1100s
IIJesus the Nazarite and Mohammad have
paved the way for the salvation of mankind and
the coming of the Messiah. Even though the
religions they created are DIFFERENT THAN
Judaism, nevertheless it is the will of God that
they succeeded."

IINo mortal knows God nor can mortals
fathom the ways of God."
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Rambam Laws of Kings 1:4 Mishne Torah
translation Rabbi Elijah Touger book available
at my cite
god life jewish Israel click agunah.com top
book 1 and book 3.

Part II
CRIMES OF EUROPEANS USING THE NEW
TESTAMENT AS A PRETEXT FOR MURDER
The reason there exist no official manuscripts
of the Gospels prior to 500 ACE is because the
different synods did not get their act together
until after 500 ACE. Sure manuscripts were
written following each synod. However once a
new synod changed its position about Jesus the
prior manuscripts were burned and those
Christians who defended the prior position
were all killed.
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After SOOACE when the barbarian and
vandals ravaged Rome and brought the
Western Roman empire to its feet the Church
lay low. Not until 1000 or 1100 did the Church
feel confident to assert itself.
[1] The first crusade was waged against a
group of Christians living in the South of France.
They questioned the authority and power of
the pope and the Church.
The European monarchs had a holy alliance
with the Church. The Church blinded the people
not to question the corruption greed murder of
the kings. In return the Kings protected the
vested interests of the Church.
The armies of the French King descended on
these people .. They murdered one million
men women children elderly. Not one soul was
left alive.
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[2] In the years 1100-1300 European kings set
their sight on the Middle East. They wanted the
wealth and land of the Muslims. Thus began
the Crusades. Millions were killed. Millions
were wounded crippled for life.

[3] 100,000 Jews were robbed raped and
murdered during the Crusades in France and
Germany. The Crusaders raped robbed and
killed all Jews men women and children.

[4] Following the Crusades the Kings started the
inquisition against all prior soldiers of the
Crusades who wanted a share in the loot
stolen from the Muslims. The Kings settled the
score by burning alive all who requested to
share the loot.

[5] 15,000 Jew who were not part of the fight
for the loot never the less were burned at the
stake because they possessed money or
accounts receivables of moneys they lent to the
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kings. The pretext used was that they offended
Christianity. Or the Jews who converted had
reneged and were Judaizing or had been
discovered in possession of a Bible in Hebrew.
The argument of modern Anti-Semites that the
Talmud forbids non Jews to study the Talmud
under penalty of death was put into practice
not by Jews but by the inquisition against Jews
and non Jews.
[6] Millions of Christians were killed in the wars
of Roman Catholics against Eastern Catholics
1185-1215.Each group killed every man woman
and child invalids and old people.
[7] Millions of Christians were killed by other
Christians in the 130 years wars between
Catholics and Protestants.
Again each group killed each man woman
invalid child and old people. THE Christians
committed genocide. This was the practical
application of the lesson followed from the
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Sermon on the Mount given by Jesus that" if
some one smites your right cheek give him your
left cheek. Not an eye for an eye a tooth for a
tooth. "
[8] Europeans killed Millions of Africans
Arabs people living in what is now India
Pakistan Australia China North Central South
America from 1400-1900. They killed every man
woman child invalid old person. They
destroyed their culture. they committed their
crime under the pretext that the Europeans
were saving the Souls of the savages or were
teaching them higher ethics of the "civilized
Europeans"
J

[9] Millions were killed in all the wars fought by
the European powers as they expanded their
borders and possess the borders they have
today.
[10] Millions of Jew have been robbed raped
murdered for the crime of being DEFENSELESS
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in the 2000 years that the European animals
were roaming this planet. Yes, Darwain is right.
Some men come from animals. THEY ARE
WORSE THAN ANIMALS.
[11] THE 6 MILLION JEWS 1 MILLIION JEWSIH
CHILDREN KILLED IN THE HOLOCAUST. NO ONE
RAISED A FINGER TO HELP THEM. THE WORLD
DID EVERYTHONGTO ENSURE THAT THEY GET
KI LLED.
[12] Now that Jews with the direct intervention
of God have reclaimed the Land of Israel in
1948 these same non human Europeans plot to
steal the Land of the Jew. They created a never
existing nation the Palestinians to replace the
Jews.
[13] Now the Jew has the physical means the
Atom Neutron and Torah bomb to defend
themselves against these non humans.
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[14] Netzech Israel La Ishaker The Eternal of
Israel Does Not Lie. God ordered that Jews will
survive for eternity in the Land of the JewIsrael. All non Jews and Jews who help Jews
keep all of Historical and new Israel- Judea
Shomron the Golan Gaza and all of old and
New Jerusalem will be assured eternity and will
never die, spiritually. They will witness the
coming of the Messaiah and will live for ever
physica Ily.
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